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Roundup, May 23

Associated Students of Boise Junior College
CLOTHING DEPARTMENT PRESENTS SPRING FASHIONS

DEAN NEWHOUSE, WASHINGTON D. C., TO DELIVER COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS, GRADUATES DANCE WEDNESDAY NIGHT

May 23, 1942

Dear Birmingham College Students:

You will hold your fourteenth annual commencement exercises June 1, at which time approximately 130 students will receive diplomas.

Choir and Band To Give Program

The BJC Choir, under the direction of Mr. J. C. Cafmann, and the BJC Band, under the direction of Messrs. D. Weber, will give a program in the BJC Auditorium, Saturday, May 25, at 3:30 p.m.

This afternoon will be given by the BJC Band and the people of Holy Valley as they may have the opportunity to hear the outstanding work the choir and band are doing. This program will be the last to be given this year, and the same will be given while on that three-week trip.

The choir has been ranked equal to the outstanding college choirs in other sections of the country. This program will be the finest performance of the choir during Christmas.

The choir will sing eleven numbers on the program, including "Thou Heavenly Brightness" by Mr. Doust, "A Legend" by Tschikowky, "Alleluia of the Bells" by Mar- trof, "Lovely Rose" by Talman, and "Beautiful Savior" by Christie.

The seven numbers to be played by the band are "I Love a Parakeet," "Arabian Nights Overture," "Oklahoma," "Pavanne," "College March," "American Patrol," and "Tiger Rag." Mr. Weber will sing three solos: "With Love My Heart is Ringing" by Hensley, "I'm Thankful for a Pleasant Groove" by Purcell and "Turn the Drive" by Bunn. Bud Finich, who plans on attending the U. of Oregon next fall, will play a trumpet solo.

BJC Student Invited

Dale Carpenter, student at BJC, seriously injured in an automobile accident last Sunday evening. He was taken to St. Luke's where the x-ray showed that his back had been broken very severely. The accident occurred near Division Dam above Birmingham, when Dale and his wife were riding out of town, and rolled over four times then going into the river.

We wish Dale a speedy recovery.

Smallest Class Goes Flower Picking

A Vote of Thanks

The Roundup staff wishes to thank Robert Williamson for his contribution, which has made a better Roundup this year. Robert has devoted time and effort in drawing cartoons and column heads for our weekly features.

Small Committee assembles to study the subject of the proposed marriage of the young couple. The committee was composed of BJC President J. C. Cafmann, and Messrs. D. Weber, and J. C. Doust. The committee was composed of BJC President J. C. Cafmann, and Messrs. D. Weber, and J. C. Doust.

Small Committee assembles to study the subject of the proposed marriage of the young couple. The committee was composed of BJC President J. C. Cafmann, and Messrs. D. Weber, and J. C. Doust.
Frosh Staff Offers Thanks

"It is with the greatest pleasure that we take this opportunity to congratulate Welton Graham, outgoing editor of the "Roundup." It has been a gratifying, satisfying experience to work with you, Welton, and in behalf of the Frosh staff we extend heartfelt congratulations and the best of success in any future endeavor you may decide to undertake."

Editorial Board:
- Fred Athanasakos, Jackie Hansen, Helen Hayes

Best Wishes to Grads

"To Harold Wennstrom, journalism instructor, we owe a vote of thanks for his guidance of the staff and journalistic activities. Mr. Wennstrom supervised many activities which made newspaper work possible at BJC. We shall miss both of these fine men indeed."

OPEN LETTER TO THE STUDENTS:

For the final edition of your newspaper the Froshman editor invited us to write an open letter to you. For the obvious reason that this information is of more importance to the students of the Freshman staff we shall miss both of these fine men indeed.

For the Frosh staff our congratulations and sincerest wish for the best of good luck to the graduating class."

"For the Frosh staff our congratulations and sincerest wish for the best of good luck to the graduating class."

Now for you fellow Freshmen, We have been in office for almost a month and we have held two meetings. Letters to the editor will have been completed while this paper is at the printers. However, one word of warning to you all. Those who are not on a newspaper staff or Freshman staff will unfortunately find that this year marks the end of their new-fangled接触到的。
New Coach Predicts Success in 1947-48

Perry (Shug) Silvers made history for IHC and himself by winning letters in all three major sports. Perry played end on the football team, guard on the basketball squad and is now playing center field on the college baseball team.

A Freshman this year, majoring in engineering, he should without too much trouble repeat the performance his sophomore year.

The outcome of next year’s athletic program is good from today’s view is the way Coach Smith put it when asked for his opinion on the subject.

With 8 or 9 football games for the fall season and at least one letterman back for every position except center (it is not known if Claude Girardier will return next season) — Coach Smith is expecting a heavier and faster team than last fall’s squad.

The nucleus of the basketball team will be built around Silvers, Owens, Guy, Hunter and Koopfer. Reinkeker will be a mainstay if he returns. New uniforms will be purchased for the basketball season.

Smith wants to expand the ball games for the baseball squad next season by traveling North for a few games, possibly a few doubleheaders. One of the highlights of the coming year will be the Thanksgiving Day football game at Grand Junction, Colo., with the Mines College if the game can be arranged.

An item in an Oklahoma City paper read: “Private Black has been transferred to Camp Black where he is receiving the supply officers’ curse.”
Teachers on Vacation

What do teachers do when they are not teaching? A curious reporter decided to find out the answer, and here are the answers, as nearly as they could be ascertained.

Dr. Chaffee, Mrs. Hershey, Mr. Riddlemoor and Mr. Potter will be on the job as usual. It is understood that Dean Mathews plans to attend school this summer, but that information is not official.

Adelaide Anderson, Kathryn T. Mitchell, Estelle T. Porter, Robert E. Baird, Eugene Gill, Jack C. Kres, and Edward Jones will attend school this summer, and here are the answers, as they could be ascertained:

Dr. Spulnik was asked to attend school this summer, but home on Rosehill Drive where they played bridge, hearts, and ping pong.

An installation of officers of the IFC took place Tuesday evening. May 20 at Grant Dean's home at 8 p.m. Officers installed were Wally Walker as the new "Duke" Dick Worthen as "Scribe." Keith Halen as "Chancellor of Exchequer" and Bob Bates as "Recorder." Grant Dean gave the oath of office to each of the new officers. At the meeting last Tuesday evening was the last meeting of the IFC for this school year.

The IFC has performed many useful services during the year and at the recent symposium furnished ushers and sold tickets for that event. They also plan to have a graduation service, which will be baccalaureate and commencement.

A Gallup poll shows that more than 30 per cent of the people of the United States do not know that Margaret O. Todd, a business major, has attended the University of Colorado at Boulder and plans to return there upon her return from summer visiting relatives, staying in Estes Park, Colorado, and Cedaredge.

The teaching staff will spend the summer with the exception of Margaret Doyle, Clisby T. Edlefson, Dick Wartena, and Joseph B. Spulnik who will be at Grant Dean's home, and as Paul Callahan says, "Just resting." And there we have

CLUB AFFAIRS

The Intercollegiate Knights held their annual picnic in the State Park by Boise Lake. The picnic was held Saturday evening, May 18, at 8 p.m. During the evening the boys played soft-ball. No members of the faculty attended the picnic.

Dr. Spulnik was asked to attend but was unable to do so. Approximately 20 of the IFC's took part in the picnic. After the picnic the fellows drove to Grant Dean's home on Roselle Drive where they played bridge, hearts, and ping pong.

Spring is just around the corner so guys and gals start dragging out those saddle shoes and loud shirts. In case your spring wardrobe needs replenishing, here are some latest tips on new styles to be worn on U. S. campuses this term and she will return to the campus in the fall.

Petite, brown-eyed Marian House will enter Stanford University of Colorado at Boulder and plans to return there upon her return to the campus in the fall.

B.J.C. have a Branch? Yes, It's

Student Of The Week

Petite, brown-eyed Marian House may not be teaching, but she plans to return to the campus in the fall.

She was graduated from Wendell High School in 1944 and for two years was secretary to the Superintendent of the State School for the Blind. She plans to return there upon her graduation from B.J.C.

SPRING WEARABLES

Spring is just around the corner so guys and gals start dragging out those saddle shoes and loud shirts. In case your spring wardrobe needs replenishing, here are some latest tips on new styles to be worn on U. S. campuses this week.

BIGHT KNIT

The latest tie in"one'' is becoming a favorite among university men. The large knot into which it ties easily and is particularly neat with the new wide spaced collar shirt. A perfect country fashion with odd sport jacket and shoes. It is made in bright solid colors and bold stripes that are well adapted to general university apparel.

WING TIP

The wing tip shoe is considered a full brogue and is intended for wear with tweed, flannel and gabardine suits, as well as odd jacket and slacks. University men, who dress to please themselves like the boys so well that even they wear it in town with derby types of clothing.

ARVIL!

This famous Scotch plaid pattern, popular in woolen suits, has recently been taken up in a big bow worn without a jacket for casual or in blotted natters. They may go well with a pair of sport coat and are appropriate under leather jackets for sports use. In addition to being warm and comfortable the Argyle pullover lends a color note to the outfit.

wife: "You know I saw the dearest little hat today. But it was too expensive to buy."

Husband: "Well, put it on, so I can see how you look in it."

wife: "The best way to test color or pattern is the importance of the things he will argue about."

B. J. C. Have a Branch? Yes, It's

Gems of Romance

Shall I have our first brilliantly-faced diamond ducks because of their beauty and lasting craftsmanship? Inspect our fine collection TODAY.

Budget Terms Available

Sexty's JEWELERS

Jewelers

215 N. 8th
Near Bannock

Complete Guaranteed Service Phone 304

FURS CLEANED AND GLAZED

FUR STORAGE RUGS CLEANED

Down Town Office Plant

808 Bannock 8th and Fort Sts.
PICTORIAL EVENTS OF THE YEAR

1. Pauline Brewster Carroll Style Show
2. "Emperor Jones"
3. Driver's Training
4. Kendall's Famous Basketball Shot
5. Crowning of King and Queen "Mardi Gras"
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE CLOSING YEAR IN REVIEW

By Eugene Cudd

Like the perfect day, the school year comes to an end. We may not have had a perfect year, but from almost every point of view it has been a highly successful one. With a record accumulative total of well over 1300 students, an increase of 25% over the preceding year, the administration and teaching staff may well be proud of the accomplishments of 1947-48.

Many to Continue Education

According to the estimates of the registrar, approximately half of the more than 120 graduates who will attend senior classes this year will continue their education at colleges and universities throughout the country. It has been an excellent year for colleges in scholastic achievement, music, athletics, and dramatics. The presentations of the school year have not been due to the efforts of any one person or group, but can be credited to the splendid spirit of cooperation between the administration, faculty, and student body.

In commenting on the tremendous increase of students, and consequent strain upon the facilities of the college, Dean Conan Matthews said, "In spite of the large increase in enrollment, it is our observation that we have one of the most splendid institutions in the northwest. Much credit for this goes to the students, who have been the most cooperative and appreciative.

Many changes have been brought about within the past year, and, according to present plans, will make a part of the new atmosphere of the school year.

A driver training course was inaugurated during the past year under the direction of Dr. Alvin J. Ritter of the Education Department and has been highly successful. The program of training for teachers of the work is spreading throughout the country.

The presentations of the dramatics and music departments have been outstanding successes. The most recent of these were the Emperor Jones, by Eugene O'Neill, and symphony concerts which were conducted by Gastone Usigli.

In athletics, the college was successful during the year past, and, as soon as a new chair was added, it had a significant effect on the entire layout of the section.

In the past year, we have been more successful than the BJC student body.

The purpose of the trip, ostensibly, was to acquire practice in field identification of flowering plants. It was noted, however that all, including Mr. Forbes, the instructor, thoroughly enjoyed the afternoon off the campus.

SMALLEST CLASS

Goes Flower Picking

Pictured, on Page 1 is the smallest regularly scheduled class in B.J.C. It is listed on the class schedule as Systematic Botany, but in the Life Science Department's known as the "Flower Pickers.'

The accompanying picture was taken not long ago on a field trip to the upper wide of Ruby creek, several miles northeast of Boise.

Graduation Gifts

Men's B.J.C. Bronze Belt Buckle

With Good Leather Belt . . . . . . . $3.95

Swim Suits -- Tennis Rackets

Golf Clubs -- Golf Shoes -- Fishing Tackle

Baseball Mitts -- Archery

SIB KLEFFNERS

Boise's Exclusive Sporting Goods Store

818 JEFFERSON ST. BOISE
**UNCLE SAM SAYS:**
Amputee veterans eligible to receive automobiles at government expense, who have not yet applied, should do so immediately, urges the Veterans Administration.

**Graduating from research papers during the term, she hopes to have four terms, however, the test this year when the assistant, Alice Goin, is unprepared for. The assistant, Alice Goin, is under the watchful eye of her librarian, Mrs. Glory Miller. Her assistant, Alice Goin, is a year which leaves out an experienced helper, she hopes to have four assistants next year.

Mrs. Glory Miller, has been perhaps even more busy than Rae. A sophomore, she has worked tirelessly with Mrs. Bedford. "It is very enjoyable to realize that I have had a part not only in the elevation of the students, but in actually helping to build up the properties of the college. The students must share the same feeling, since we have lost very few books and excellent care has been taken of facilities. I have been particularly impressed with the serious earnestness of their study during the past year," Mrs. Bedford said.

**LES BOIS EDITOR**

Rae Evans, Freshman, Journalism major, and Editor of the 1947 Les Bois.

Two of the hardest working, most unusual heroine of B.J.C. Journalism, this year are Rae Evans, and Alice Uda, editor and associate editor of the 1947 Les Bois. Night after night, Saturdays and Sundays, and every spare moment between classes during school days, these two people have worked ceaselessly, all year to create a year book that the school might be proud to claim as the 1946-47 edition.

Rae Evans, a freshman, filled the position of Editor, when George Shober, resigned, early in the fall, and has been working steadily since then, to prove that in spite of the delay in starting work on the annual, that some feared would mean no Les Bois for this year, she could turn out a book that would be as good or better than previous ones. She had lost two months work, when she began, but from latest reports, the Les Bois is now almost ready to come out.

As well as understanding almost single handed, this tremendous job of putting out the annual, Rae has managed to carry a full business course, as well as the usual Freshman required courses, and to take an active part in Alpha Mu dramatic presentations. She was recently initiated into Delta Psi Omega.

Rae's interest in her year book work was cultivated in Boise High School last year, when she worked on the Courier. Where laurels are given, another Newspaper makes History.

Every morning someone throws a paper on our porch. We glance at the head lines and see nothing startling, turn to the comic section. After pursuing the adventures of such characters as Dagwood, Smurfy Smith, and Donald Duck, we lose interest and discard it as something useful only to start fires.

But our newspaper is really quite a document and deserves more consideration than it receives from many of us. First of all it is a page of history; not ancient history, but history in the making in which you and I have a part. It is an exact chronological account of both local and world-wide happenings and the diligent newspaper reader, will turn and discard it as something useful only to start fires.
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B.J.C. Tennis Teams Win on Road

The tennis team, this weekend, swept their road trip by defeating Abilene, Bids, and the U. of I.

Only one point was lost in the eighteen-match play of the three schools.

The men played five sets at all three stops on their nine-set trip that took them into Montana Washington and through one of Idaho.

Even after taking Abilene and Bids the team was wary of the outcome with a Vegetarian, thinking maybe they were stepping out of the game. But to the surprise of all, mostly to the Idaho team, the Bucucu took five of the six matches.

At Abilene the scores were, Koppel-Budd 6-5, 6-4, Buelle-Hood 6-2, 6-2, Selbold-Laming 6-5, 6-3, in doubles; Trumpy-Full 6-3, 6-1, Selbold Beulov vs. Hood-Laming 6-3, 6-3.

In Rexburg, at Nicks College, Koppel-Steele 6-1, 6-2, Hood-Bailey 6-1, 6-0, Bailey-Hood 6-4, 6-4, in doubles; Trumpy-Hood 6-3, 6-1.

At Moscow on Monday, Koppel over Trumiko 6-3, 6-3, the one defeat; Hood over Reed 6-4, 9-7, Bailey over Nielsen 6-3, 6-4, and Selbold over Pratt 6-1, 6-1.

To Compete in Tournaments

The four boys that make up this year's tennis team, the same four that last week swept their road trip, and who made such a good showing in the city league meet this spring, will see lots of tennis action this summer.

They will all participate in the city and state meets and then in the late days of June, travel to Salt Lake City for the National City-County Tournament. Howard Koppel, Hymie Reed, Phillip Bailey and Glen Selbold will not only represent the Boise Tennis Club but also the Boise Jr. College.

B.J.C. Bronco Baseball team, who has had a highly successful season, double Koppel and Reed took Thomas and Buzas 6-2, 6-3, Bailey and Selbold took Nielsen and Blets 6-4, 4-6.

This week-end the teams are meeting the University, C. of I. and it is possible that Abilene will come to Boise for a return match on Saturday.

Table Tennis

Flannel

To Coach Obee and players, Hove and Koppel, Jim Reed, Phil Bailey, and Glen Selbold, our hearty congratulations for a most successful tennis season. In fact, while planning over past year's book sports records, we cannot recall histories of a more satisfying season.

Furthermore, the 1,200 mile round-trip (why did Dr. Obee cancel classes for the boys) was certainly proves that the B.J.C. tennis team has a lot on the ball.

Just glance toward the blasing headlines on this sports page, and see for yourself how the team managed to sweep through Abilene, Bids, and the U. of I., and the University of Idaho (1) losing only one game to the University, members of the Pacific coast conference. Testifying, by the way, that we hoped that they would suggest a four-game handicap.

Table Tennis

Today's game with the North-west Idaho College will terminate the tennis season at B.J.C. All preannouncements pointing at B.J.C. as the winner. Of course, the College of Idaho game remains the only spot in the minds of many Boise tennis forers. But reports from the wire of the Statesman press, announced that Young, of the C. of I. team won the Northwest singles crown. In a recent tourney at Lindfield, Oregon, while Sager and Jackson roped the doubles title, proving that we often met the cream of the nation's crop in this section.

To all our fans, and hard-working natives, we wish to extend our sincerest thanks, especially to you players, for supplying so much column raw material, and hope that all our erring ratings have been forgotten.

Good luck to the four top men, who will undoubtedly form further tennis laurels in other fields, and to Coach Obee, who, we are sure, will continue to form top-notch teams, in the coming years.

B.J.C. Golfers Lose to Caldwell

Polo Junior college golf team had a perfect round on the Idaho golf course last Friday at the College of Idaho.

The Priore were only able to manage 57's into the Cody 19's, Dewey Webber Boise's outstanding player and number one man on the team, faired badly as he lost to Hurst of Caldwell 3-6, but Samuelson, who plays the number two position turned the Hodges in defeating R. C. Pauley of Caldwell 3-6.

Other members of the Junior College were scoring points were Harry Kendall and Jack Leachman who scored 14, and 1 respectively.

The other members of the six-man Jaury team were hold scoreless.

Women's Shorts

By Dot Pinder

During the year the W.A.A. have had some good times. The hockey team going to Portland, basketball and defeating Caldwell in the last game of the season. The baseball team didn't have as many games as planned but they held their own with C. of I.

B.J.C. Golfer's Golfers Lose to Caldwell

Other members of the Junior College were scoring points were Harry Kendall and Jack Leachman who scored 14, and 1 respectively.

Some of the social activities that will be remembered are the Homecoming dance and parade; the Installation of Freshman, the Banquet, election of new officers; Progressive Dinner and Play Day.

The officers for next year have a great future ahead of them in women's sports. It is their responsibility to get behind the freshman of next year and really make their year one of great success.

Men's Wardrobe

Kal Sarlat

Main at Tenth Street

Joe Sarlat

Friendly moment... have a Coke

Got a dray work, need a carpenter, want a new suit?

Have a Coke.
Named As Head Coach At B. J. C.

WILL TAKE OVER NEXT FALL

President Eugene B. Chaffee has announced the appointment of Lyle E. Smith as director of Athletics and Head Coach of the Phys-ucal Education Department at Boise Junior College. He succeeds Harry Jacoby, who resigned last month.

C o m p o s e r and conductor of San Francisco and Oakland Symphony orchestras, Mr. Smith has also conducted the New York, Los Angeles Federal, San Francisco and Oakland Symphony orchestras.

He will arrive in Boise today to put the finishing touches on the concert presentation prior to the performance next week. The concert is under the local direction of Kathryn Eckhardt Mitchell.

To Select Scholarship Winner

During the concert, Mr. Usigli will select an outstanding student of instrumental music for a scholarship award. The winner will play with the California Junior Symphony under the direction of Peter Persenbom.

In addition to the scholarship, the student selected will be given a cash prize to defray the expenses of the trip.

To be eligible, the contestants must be either seniors who plan to attend Boise Junior College, or students of B. J. C. at the present time. They will also be required to take part in the spring concerts.

President Eugene B. Chaffee has announced the appointment of Lyle E. Smith as director of Athletics and Head Coach of the Physical Education Department at Boise Junior College. He succeeds Harry Jacoby, who resigned last month. Smith came to B. J. C. last fall, served as assistant football coach and then tutored the Broncos to one of the most successful basketball seasons in the history of the school.

Music and Drama News

Smith Attended U. I.

Coach Smith attended the University of Idaho where he played three years of football and basketball. He was a center on the Vandals football team which was relegated as the last to ever wear the Silver and Gold uniforms and was a first string guard on the basketball team. Upon graduation in 1938, Smith coached one year at Pocatello High School and then moved to Moscow High where he turned out successful football, basketball,

(Continued on Page 3)

Baccalaureate Service

Scheduled June 1

The Baccalaureate Service for the graduating class of 1947 will be held in the college auditorium June 1, at 4:00 P.M. Rev. Edwin Eider will give the invocation. Rev. Dr. John J. Greening of St. Mary's church of Boise will present the address.

The B. J. C. choir under the direction of Margaret Brant will present a series of numbers on the theme "On God, Not On Myself," and "Beautiful Saviour."

Graduation Dance

Scheduled June 4

John Bushfield and Charlotte Graham are co-chairmen of the annual graduation dance which will follow the commencement exercises on the evening of June 4th. The affair is formal and the graduation theme will be carried out in the program and decorations.

The following committee chairmen have been appointed by Dean Newhouse: Mrs. Keith Holden and Pauline Havakawa, invitations; Miss Mathews and Miss Thompson, invitations; Miss Nicholson, Intermission, June 3rd and June 4th; Ross; and Rob Bates, decorations.

Summer Courses, Faculty

Announcement was made this week by Dean Mathews of the summer courses to be offered at B. J. C.

Under the direction of Dr. Eugene Giles, a faculty composed of Dr. J. B. Spulak, Dr. Donald Obe, A. J. Ritter, Robert Baird, Evan Shoeh, Mrs. Lucille Forte, Miss Adelaide Anderson, Roy Schwartz, and J. C. Haynond, will offer courses in English, science, business, engineering, electricity.

Courser Receive Full Credit

Mr. Mathews called attention to the fact that students may enroll for an entire year's work in chemistry, physics, and mathematics.

Dates for the summer classes this year are June 9 to August 16, to be held in the mornings only, six days a week.

In addition to the science and business courses, students may enroll for one or more classes in English, engineering and drawing, and such education courses as guidance, school management, and personal and social-adjustment classes. Students planning to attend the summer classes are urged to make (Continued on Page 3)

Calendar of the Week

May 19 and 20---Spring Symphony with Gaston Usigli Conducting.

May 21---First Annual All Girls Assembly.

May 22---All Girls Assembly at 11, Missus Show.

May 22---Recital sponsored by Mr. Porter.

May 24---Senioril Dinner, Dance.

May 24---Junior Federation of Tuesday Music Club. All Day
"RETURN WHAT YOU BORROW"

School is almost over and many of us will be leaving Boise Junior College for the summer or for good. We will leave with a clear conscience?

Some won't because next year when they drag out their school books again, they will run across a knowledge in that particular course. Few that were borrowed during the year would return them before they left school. They not go home tonight and look through your possessions for items you have borrowed. If you find some of these items take them back to their owners. You can be sure they will be delighted to receive them even if they are several months overdue. Remember, no disgrace to return borrowed items but it is a disgrace to keep them just because you carelessly forgot where they belonged. Therefore we propose that the last week of school be called:

RETURN WHAT YOU BORROW WEEK!

DELTA PSI PLANS INITIATION WED.

Plaďges for Delta Psi Omega will be initiated next Wednesday evening in the Student Union at a formal initiation. All the pledges for this year will be present for their first initiation. This group includes: Rae Evans, Henry Hedgendorf, Put Gibson, Bob Tillotson, George Golden, Lorice Everitt, Lew Karcher, Mary Paris and Lee Higgin.

During the year the club sponsored several plays with the help of the Alpha Mu Omega, general school Drama Club. These plays includes: "The Bear" with Bob Tillotson, Lorice Everitt and Henry Hedgendorf. "Suppressed Desires" with Jeanne Carlson, Don Taylor, Dot Pinder and Lew Karcher. "A Toast for Christmas" with Lew Karcher, Judy Graham, Pauline Brewer, and Bob Pie. At Christmas time, "Piax Lux" with Arnie Migiacco, Rae Evans, Ronnie Sherman, Garry Crunkshank, "Helena's Husband" cast included: Daren Thiel, Gene Russau, Liz Tague and Bernadine.

The last play to be presented was "The Enormous Rabbit", with Bob Tillotson and Herb Everitt in the lead.

Chaffee Requests Improvements

On Monday night, President Eugene Chaffee of B.J.C. appeared before the Boise City Council with a request that $7,000 be appropriated for the widening and oiling of the dyke road along the river on the west side of the campus. The request was referred to the street department for further consideration.

Methodist Youth Group Organizes

College age students of the Methodist Youth Group have organized a discussion group which will meet every week during the summer. The group is holding their first meeting with a recreational period to be followed by refreshments and a firefright service. The group will gather at First Methodist Church, 19th and State, at P.M. Any interested student is invited to attend.

The veteran cannot be admitted to a new school without the supplemental certificate. Completed applications should be sent to the regional office of the area where the school the veteran now attends is located.

Valkyries to Hold Annual Dance May 16

The Valkyries will hold their annual dance May 16 at Club with theme "Night on the Beach." The dance will take place under the guidance of the Valkyries' new advisor Ed Vi Rhee and will be featured by a live orchestra.

The Knights are also planning an alumni Valentine's Night reception on the eve of the dance.

PACIFIC WEEK

BY MARVY W
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DRIVING 'EM CRAZY

A few weeks back, the Roundup carried a full page spread of our driving class. Today your editor rushed down into the salt mines of driving a moving vehicle. "Why didn't you drive it?" he asked. "I do think you've seen it done!"

But he记得 SiC's this week. The winning young lady who inducted typing, shorthand, business writing and office-machine technique is Elma T. Tharp. Miss Tharp, a graduate of Boise State, and B.H.S., is completing her third year as a B.J.C. faculty member.

Miss Tharp received her B.S. degree at Linfield College last June and has done graduate work at the University of Oregon and the Oregon State College. Punctuation writing is particularly interesting to Miss Tharp, since it offers a great deal of variety in expression.

But her pet love is the Vitruvian women seen around the campus.

MARCH DETACHED on Page 11

B.J.C. in Sep- tember. After completing college work this year he made an em- phasis on his studies, fore- casted by Manager Walter Ingram, and has been selected training Navigator's wings by both, occurring every Saturday.

A few weeks back, the Roundup carried a full page spread of our driving class. Today your editor rushed down into the salt mines of driving a moving vehicle. "Why didn't you drive it?" he asked. "I do think you've seen it done!"

But he remembers SiC's this week. The winning young lady who inducted typing, shorthand, business writing and office-machine technique is Elma T. Tharp. Miss Tharp, a graduate of Boise State, and B.H.S., is completing her third year as a B.J.C. faculty member.

Miss Tharp received her B.S. degree at Linfield College last June and has done graduate work at the University of Oregon and the Oregon State College. Punctuation writing is particularly interesting to Miss Tharp, since it offers a great deal of variety in expression.

But her pet love is the Vitruvian women seen around the campus.

Proportional Dividers
Detail Pens
Charcoal Supplies
STUDENT UNION

The winsome young lady who inducted typing, shorthand, business writing and office-machine technique is Elma T. Tharp. Miss Tharp, a graduate of Boise State, and B.H.S., is completing her third year as a B.J.C. faculty member.

Miss Tharp received her B.S. degree at Linfield College last June and has done graduate work at the University of Oregon and the Oregon State College. Punctuation writing is particularly interesting to Miss Tharp, since it offers a great deal of variety in expression.

But her pet love is the Vitruvian women seen around the campus.

ACADEMY MATERIALS
Gifts
Frame Framing

FALK'S NOTIONS
STREET FLOOR
ALSO Nampa & Caldwell

If Bettie Baldwin of 505 Jefferson Street will call at Falk's Street Floor in charge of Charcoal Supplies, she will receive a gift of a pair of nylons.
B. J. C. LOSES GAME TO C. OF I.

BRONCOS TO PLAY N.N.C. SAT.

Boise Jr. College Broncos lost a close 3 to 2 decision to the College of Idaho Coyotes Tuesday, May 15th at the Jr. College diamond. Dick Bob Pritchett pitched a very good game holding the Coyotes to a few scratch hits but, the Coyotes with the help of a few Bronco errors turned those hits into as many runs.

The Broncos were hindered by a lack of hitting in the pinches and twice during the game, without scoring, were retired with bases loaded.

The game was highlighted by the final play of the game. Dick Smitchger was on third base after hitting a single and stealing second and third. There were two outs and Bob Peterson had two strikes on him. With the windup Smitchger started for home, the play was close but Smitchger slid in safe.

Everyone thought the game was tied up but, in the melee forgot about Peterson who had struck out retiring the sides and ending the game. Consequently the run of Smitchger's failed to count.

The Broncos have at this time won 6 games and lost 3.

By Gordon Kinney

Predictions: Players in the lime-light or the rise of Howard Koppel and the fall of Dr. John Lundy. Year after year Dr. Lundy, with a fine forecourt ball and a burst of superior speed, has been quite able to overpower all local tennis opposition. But soon after witnessing Koppel's power laden win over Slavin's retired the sides and ending the game. Consequently the run of Smitchger's failed to count.

The Broncos have at this time won 6 games and lost 3.

Men's Wardrobe

Kal Salkit
Main at Tenth Street

Women's Shorts

By Dot Finder

Do you attend all baseball games? Girls softball games that is. A week ago last Wednesday, May 7, the W.A.A. team went to Caldwell. C. of I scored more than B.J.C. with a lead in the score, 20 to 11. Wednesday, May 14th, C. of I came to B.J.C. field and support the Bronco's so they say but you do not seem to be interested in them. It cannot be a thing of safety, they went to Caldwell, C. of I. Let's see more games next year and try to make them a success.

The Lady Bronco's continues. There are seven hundred and seven sand veterans will not seek on American college. General Omar N. Bradley, a recent address at B.J.C. Applications for officer training increased 700, in February.

COMMENCEMENT P.

Continued from Part directly.

"What's Up" by the "Pioneers" from "Pine" will be sung by the W.A.A. under the direction of Lucille Porter. President Chaffee will direct the program of the ceremony.

Mr. L. J. Davidson, the Board of Trustees, the presentation of the Instrumental Ensemble will play the recessional or "Men Couragewon by it.
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